The RNA genome of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) undergoes rapid evolutionary change. Efforts to control this virus would benefit from the advent of facile methods to identify characteristic features of HCV RNA and proteins, and to condense the vast amount of mutational data into a readily interpretable form. Many HCV sequences are available in GenBank. To facilitate analysis, consensus sequences were constructed to eliminate the overrepresentation of certain genotypes, such as genotype 1, and a novel package of sequence analysis tools was developed. Mutation Master generates profiles of point mutations in a population of sequences and produces a set of visual displays and tables indicating the number, frequency, and character of substitutions. It can be used to analyze hundreds of sequences at a time. When applied to 255 HCV core protein sequences, Mutation Master identified variable domains and a series of mutations meriting further investigation. It flagged position 4, for example, where 90% or more of all sequences in genotypes 1, 2, 4, and 5, have N4, whereas those in genotypes 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 have L4. This pattern is noteworthy: L (hydrophobic) to N (polar) substitutions are generally rare, and genotypes 1, 2, 4, and 5 do not form a recognized super family of sequences. Thus, the L4N substitution probably arose independently several times. Moreover, not one member of genotypes 1, 2, 4, or 5 has L4 and not one member of genotypes 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 has N4. This nonoverlapping pattern suggests that coordinated changes at position 4 and a second site are required to yield a viable virus. The package generated a table of genotype-specific substitutions whose future analysis may help to identify interacting amino acids. Three substitutions were present in 100% of genotype 2 members and absent from all others: A68D, R74K, and R114H. Finally, this study revealed that ARFP, a novel protein encoded in an overlapping reading frame, is as conserved as conventional HCV proteins, a result supporting a role for ARFP in the viral life cycle. Whereas most conventional programs for phylogenetic analysis of sequences provide information about overall relatedness of genes or genomes, this program highlights and profiles point mutations. This is important because determinants of pathogenicity and drug susceptibility are likely to result from changes at only one or two key nucleotides or amino acid sites, and would not be detected by the type of pairwise comparisons that have usually been performed on HCV to date. This study is the first application of Mutation Master, which is now available upon request (http://tandem.biomath.mssm.edu/mutationmaster.html).
INTRODUCTION
The RNA genomes of many viruses and subviral pathogens undergo rapid evolutionary change+ The need to analyze the resulting multiplicity of genomic RNA sequences is great, particularly when the microbe causes a serious disease+ Hepatitis C virus (HCV) poses a worldwide health threat (Choo et al+, 1989 )+ It is estimated that 3% of the world's population is infected, and yet the enormous diversity of this virus makes it difficult to develop reliable detection tests, effective vaccines, and useful pharmaceutical agents+ Efforts to control HCV would benefit from the introduction of facile meth-ods to identify characteristic features of HCV, and to condense the vast amount of mutational data into a readily interpretable form+ HCV sequences are divided into major groups called genotypes (Choo et al+, 1991; Bukh et al+, 1995; Farci & Purcell, 2000) + Smith et al+ (1997) estimate that the major HCV genotypes diverged from each other 500-2,000 years ago+ Members of a genotype typically have at least 67% identity with each other at the nucleotide level over the entire genome, whereas members of a subgenotype usually have at least 78% (Simmonds, 1995) + The smallest subdivision of HCV is the quasispecies, which is the population of different, but closely related genomes present in a single individual at a given time (Martell et al+, 1992 )+ Depending upon which genotype classification system is used, the number of genotypes is either 11 or 6+ In the latter case, members of genotype 10 are combined with those in genotype 3, and members of genotypes 7, 8, 9, and 11 are combined with those in genotype 6 (Simmonds et al+, 1996) + In this study, we used the 11-genotype classification system, in keeping with the analysis of Tokita et al+ (1998) + Over 100 full-length sequences and thousands of partial sequences of the HCV genome are available in GenBank (Benson et al+, 1996) + Two characteristics of this collection make it difficult to use to its full potential: The number of sequences is vast, and the population is biased in favor of sequences present in developed countries+ A two-phase approach was used to address these problems+ First, consensus sequences were constructed to correct the overrepresentation of certain genotypes, such as genotype 1+ Second, a novel package of sequence analysis tools was developed+ This package, Mutation Master, compares individual sequences in a multiple alignment to the desired reference sequence, and provides a visual display and table of the site, frequency, number, and character of point mutations in the group of sequences+ It can be simultaneously applied to hundreds of sequences+ Analysis was carried out on 255 sequences representing all 11 genotypes in the core encoding region, and the pattern of mutations was compared to known structural elements of the RNA and domains of the core protein+ In addition, genotype 1b sequences encoding the core protein, the alternate reading frame protein (ARFP), and NS2 were studied+ The core and NS2 are encoded by the main open reading frame of HCV (Selby et al+, 1993; Rice, 1996) , and ARFP is a novel protein overlapping the core gene (Walewski et al+, 1998 (Walewski et al+, , 2001 Xu et al+, 2001 )+ HCV-infected patients have antibodies against peptides of this gene, indicating that all or part is expressed during natural infections+ This study is the first application of Mutation Master+ In the HCV core, this analysis package revealed two variable domains (codons 70-77 and 186-191) and several mutations meriting further investigation+ It flagged position 4, for example, where 90% or more of all sequences in genotypes 1, 2, 4, and 5 have N4, whereas those in genotypes 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 , and 10 have L4+ This pattern is noteworthy: L (hydrophobic) to N (polar) substitutions are generally rare, and genotypes 1, 2, 4, and 5 do not form a recognized super family of sequences+ Thus, the L4N substitution probably arose independently several times+ Moreover, not one member of genotypes 1, 2, 4, or 5 has L4 and not one member of genotypes 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 , or 10 has N4+ This nonoverlapping pattern suggests that coordinated changes at position 4 and a second site are required to yield a viable virus+ The package generated a table of genotype-specific substitutions whose future analysis may help to identify interacting amino acids+ Three substitutions were present in 100% of genotype 2 members and absent from all others: A68D, R74K, and R114H+ Finally, this study revealed that ARFP, a novel protein encoded in an overlapping reading frame, is as conserved as conventional HCV proteins, a result supporting a role for ARFP in the viral life cycle+ Whereas most conventional programs for sequence analysis provide information about overall relatedness of genes or genomes, this program highlights and profiles point mutations+ This is important because determinants of pathogenicity and drug susceptibility are likely to result from changes at only one or two key nucleotides or amino acid sites, and would not be detected by the type of pairwise comparisons that have usually been performed on HCV+
RESULTS

Organization of the HCV genome and percent identities of proteins
For mutational analysis to be carried out with Mutation Master, the average percent identity of the sequences needs to be known+ Thus, eight highly divergent sequences of HCV RNA were analyzed using MegAlign (DNAstar, Madison, Wisconsin) with the Clustal V program linked to Identity Tables+ The average percent identity ranged from a high of approximately 90% among core proteins to a low of about 60% among E1 and NS2 proteins+ The average percent identity of the ARFP sequences was about 63%+ Both the average percent identities of the various proteins and a map of the HCV genome appear in Figure 1+ The 59 nontranslated region comprises most of the internal ribosome entry site (IRES)+ The HCV polyprotein encoded by the main open reading frame (ORF) begins with the core protein+ NS2 is the fifth protein (Selby et al+, 1993; Rice, 1996) , whereas ARFP overlaps the N-terminal section of the core+
Production of a core reference sequence
To provide a geographically balanced standard of comparison, all full-length core sequences were retrieved 558 J.L. Walewski et al. from GenBank, edited, aligned (MegAlign) and divided into genotypes and subgenotypes by conventional cluster analysis+ The genotype assignments were confirmed by the GenBank citations when possible+ The number of sequences of each genotype and subgenotype is given in Table 1+ Genotype 1 sequences were much more abundant than those of any other genotype+ After genotyping, nucleotide sequences were translated into amino acid sequences, and a consensus protein sequence of each subgenotype was then constructed by selecting the most common amino acid at each position+ If two amino acids tied for first place, the pair-breaking rules of MegAlign selected one of them; and if three or more amino acids tied for first place, MegAlign assigned an "X+" Subgenotype consensus sequences were used to build genotype-specific consensus sequences, and these were merged into the standard consensus protein sequence for the HCV core protein (cSCPS)+ Figure 2B , whereas only two amino acids (the consensus amino acid and one other) occur at position 77+ A total of three amino acids occur at position 68+ The exact number of different amino acids at each site is (106) 1c (3) 1f (1) 2 (40) 2a (10) 2b (7) 2c (14) 2d (1) 2e (5) 2f (2) 2k (1) 3 (20) 3a (12) 3b (5) 3d (1) 3e (1) 3f (1) FIGURE 2. See caption on facing page. 560 J.L. Walewski et al. given in the "Number of Amino Acids Plot" (Fig+ 2E)+ This counting feature aids the detection of highly conserved domains and domains with limited diversity+ Figure 2C , the BLOSUM Score Plot, illustrates how Mutation Master identifies each mutation and provides information about its conservative or nonconservative nature+ The major substitutions at each position are scored according to the appropriate BLOSUM table+ Positive numbers indicate a conservative substitution, and negative numbers a nonconservative substitution+ The color of each box corresponds to that used by the Rank Order and Frequency Plot to indicate the relative frequency of each substitution+ The reference sequence, in this case the cSCPS, is given at the bottom horizontal axis+ The position of each amino acid is recorded (1, 2, 3 +++ )+ A second line of numbers indicates the total number of mutant amino acids at each position+ For example, "0" appears above position 66, indicating that this position is invariant+ Above position 77, "1" appears, indicating that one mutant amino acid occurs at this position+ The consensus amino acid at position 77 is alanine (A, according to the single letter code), and the most common mutant amino acid is glycine (G)+ In the graph, the "G" appears in a red box to indicate that it is the most common substitution+ The red box is placed at the "0" position in the graph because the BLOSUM score of an A to G mutation in a highly conserved protein is "0"+ The BLOSUM score is assigned by a link to the BLOSUM 90 table (see below)+ Note: In the current version of the program, there is a systematic offset between the color used to highlight the number of mutations and the color used to indicate the rank order of the mutations+ For example, at position 77, the number of mutations,"1," is highlighted in yellow, and the most common mutant amino acid, alanine (A), is in red+ This disparity will be eliminated in future versions+ BLOSUM tables contain information about the frequency of various mutations in families of related proteins (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992) : Commonly observed mutations have BLOSUM scores that are positive numbers or zero; rare mutations have BLOSUM scores that are negative numbers+ BLOSUM scores depend upon the overall conservation of the family of proteins under consideration+ Because HCV core proteins are approximately 90% identical to each other (see Fig+ 1), the BLOSUM 90 table was used+ In the display, mutations with positive BLOSUM scores are graphed above the centerline; those with negative scores appear below the centerline+ The display presents the BLOSUM scores of the four most commonly occurring mutations at each position+ Light gray squares near the top and bottom of the graph indicate the highest (most common) and lowest (least common) BLOSUM score recorded for a particular amino acid+ In the BLOSUM tables, the highest score is typically that of the wild-type amino acid, and the lowest score is that of a very rare substitution that is likely to alter the structure/function of a protein (such as a highly charged basic amino acid in the place of a bulky hydrophobic amino acid)+ If a position has more than four mutant amino acids, a blank appears in this line of numbers, as illustrated by position 71 in Figure 2C+ Although all of the information is not presented in the graphic display, the frequency and BLOSUM scores of up to six mutant amino acids are tabulated and recorded by the program for each position+ Figure 2D illustrates an additional feature of the package+ The "Flag Function/Interest Score Plot" highlights positions where a mutation present in a large fraction of the sequences has a negative BLOSUM score+ The flagging feature selects positions with negative BLO-SUM score mutations, multiplies the frequency of each mutation by the absolute value of its BLOSUM score, and graphs the highest value obtained+ Substitutions with nonnegative BLOSUM scores have null interest scores+ This features condenses information about hundreds of substitutions in hundreds of sequences and identifies positions that may merit special attention in structure/function studies, and investigations of deleterious mutations+ Position 71 has a high interest score because many sequences have a mutation, S71P, which has a BLOSUM score of Ϫ2 (see Fig+ 2C)+ Position 71 has a total of eight amino acids (the consensus amino acid and seven mutations), as indicated in Figure 2E+ FIGURE 2. Megalign versus Mutation Master+ We compared 255 core protein sequences (amino acids 65-80) to the cSCPS (a balanced reference sequence) by MegAlign (A) and Mutation Master (B-E)+ Arrowheads highlight positions 68, 70, and 77, where the consensus strength at each position is indicated to be equivalent by the green columns+ Position 71 (boxed) is highlighted in each panel+ The Rank Order and Frequency Plot (B) uses color coding to indicate the rank order of substitutions+ The height of the red bar indicates the fraction of the population that has the most common substitution+ The frequency of the second most-common mutation is indicated by the height of a yellow bar+ Heights of orange, green, and blue bars indicate the frequency of successively less common mutations+ The BLOSUM Score Plot (C) conveys information about the conservative or nonconservative nature of each substitution+ The reference sequence is printed at the bottom horizontal axis+ A line of numbers reporting the total number of mutant amino acids at each position is also marked with an arrow+ BLOSUM scores are indicated by the position of boxes whose color indicates rank order+ On the box, the single letter code identifies the mutant amino acid+ Gray boxes above and below the colored boxes indicate the highest and lowest possible BLOSUM scores, respectively+ Arrows indicate two genotype 2 specific mutations+ The Flag Function/Interest Score Plot (D) highlights positions with a high frequency of mutations with negative BLOSUM scores+ The Number of Different Amino Acids Plot (E) gives the total number of amino acids present at each position+ Domains of the core-encoding region of HCV genomic RNA To provide a framework for interpreting patterns of core protein mutations, the signals and structural features of this protein and its messenger RNA are diagramed in Figure 3+ Some of the earliest evidence that the coreencoding region of HCV genomic RNA does more than code for a single protein was the discovery that this region has a paucity of synonymous codon substitutions (Ina et al+, 1994; Smith & Simmonds, 1997 )+ The dearth of such substitutions is tied to the presence of codons with highly conserved third position nucleotides ("excessively conserved codons"), whose exact position can be determined as previously described (Walewski et al+, 2001 )+ Three clusters of excessively conserved codons occur in the core gene: codons 11-52, 97-139, and 165-175+ Such codons mark regions likely to contain an overlapping gene or an RNA signal+
Features and tools of Mutation Master
The core-encoding region does, in fact, contain an overlapping gene encoding ARFP (see Fig+ 1)+ However, ARFP's coding requirements do not account for all the peculiarities of codon usage+ This region also contains a number of RNA structural elements+ An element underlying codons 9-11 is reported to cause ribosomal frameshifting (Brierley, 1995) and thereby to induce production of ARFP, which is also called "F" protein (Xu et al+, 2001 )+ Figure 3 indicates the positions of three potential stem-loop structures+ The first element, stem-loop IV, is part of the IRES (Brown et al+, 1992; Tsukiyama-Kohara et al+, 1992; Wang et al+, 1993 )+ It includes the AUG start codon and the first few codons of the core gene (Honda et al+, 1996; Smith & Simmonds, 1997 )+ Stem-loops V and VI (codons 16-56) were proposed by Smith and Simmonds (1997) + Wang et al+ (2000) suggest that these elements may reduce the efficiency of cap-independent translation+ Excessively conserved codons (Walewski et al+, 2001) , and our own phylogenetic sequence comparisons (data not shown) suggest that an additional stem-loop element exists near the 39 end of the gene (codons 146-172)+ Comparative sequence analysis suggests that an additional RNA signal may lie in the region in and around codon 117+ At this position, the same arginine codon, CGC, is used by eight highly divergent HCV sequences, and also by GBV-B virus (Bukh et al+, 1999; Hope et al+, 2001 )+ Finally, a pyrimidine-rich region (codons 168-179) provides a potential binding site for the polypyrimidine-tract-binding protein Lai, 1999)+ Zhao and Wimmer (2001) refer to unpublished data demonstrating that HCV-specific sequences downstream of the HCV 59 nontranslated region are required for efficient HCV IRES function, but Rijnbrand et al+ (2001) report that this requirement is conditional+ More studies are needed to define the functions of RNA-level elements in the core-encoding region+ Substitutions in the IRES occur in HCV during passage in lymphoblastoid cells (Lerat et al+, 2000) + In the future, it will be interesting to seek parallel substitutions in the down-stream RNA structures and to examine their impact on core and ARFP coding sequences+ Many domains have been mapped in the 191-aminoacid-long core polypeptide, (reviewed in Lai & Ware, 2000; McLauchlan, 2000) + The domains most likely to mediate interactions with HCV-specific molecules (as opposed to cellular factors) are indicated in Figure 3+ The 191-amino-acid-long polypeptide, which makes up the initial portion of the HCV polyprotein, has three major domains (McLauchlan, 2000) : a highly charged and basic N-terminal domain comprising two-thirds of the molecule (Domain I); a hydrophobic domain that is retained in the mature protein (Domain II); and a C-terminal hydrophobic domain that is the signal sequence of the E1 envelope protein (Domain III)+ Cleavage of the polyprotein between amino acids 191 and 192 generates the N-terminus of E1 (Grakoui et al+, 1993; Selby et al+, 1993; Bukh et al+, 1995; Liu et al+, 1997; Yasui et al+, 1998 )+ Cleavage near amino acid 173 releases the E1 signal sequence and produces the mature core protein (Bukh et al+, 1995) + The 191-aminoacid-long polypeptide is referred to as p23 or p21; the 173-amino-acid-long mature protein is referred to as p21 or p19+ A third polypeptide referred to as p16 (Lo et al+, 1994 (Lo et al+, , 1995 Yeh et al+, 2000) or p17 (Xu et al+, 2001 ) is produced by some core genes, especially those of the HCV-1 strain+ It is about 150 amino acids in length and may correspond to ARFP, although p16 was originally reported to be a truncated version of the core protein+
Motifs and domains: Analysis of core genotype consensus sequences
MegAlign and Mutation Master were used in combination to analyze the 11 genotype-specific core consensus sequences (Fig+ 4A-C)+ The results confirmed and extended previous studies showing that the core gene has regions of greater and lesser conservation, but is highly conserved overall+ The consensus sequences of all 11 genotypes have either the wild-type amino acid, or a single alternative at most positions, as shown by the predominance of blank spaces, which indicates that all 11 genotype-specific consensus sequences have the cSCPS amino acid, and red bars, which indicates that only one mutant amino acid occurs at that position (Fig+ 4A)+ Only three positions have as many as three amino acids, as indicated by the red, yellow, and orange bars at positions 70, 71, and 75+ All 11 genotypespecific consensus sequences have the same amino acid at 148 of 191 positions (76+5%)+ These data confirm and extend previous observations indicating that within the core protein, all major branches of the HCV family tree have extensive sequence similarity+
The RNA-binding domain (codons 1-75)
The N-terminal portion of the core protein (1-69), which comprises most of the RNA-binding domain (Bukh et al+, 1995) , has a low substitution density+ Of the 10 mutant positions, 6 are limited to the consensus sequences of genotypes 3 and 10+ The RNA encoding this stretch of the core protein has many unusual features+ It forms part of the IRES, has many excessively conserved codons, contains an extensive stem-loop structure, and encodes part of ARFP+ The need to accommodate the structural requirements of many different functions may underlie the genetic stability of this part of the HCV genome+ This region's stability makes it an attractive candidate for vaccine development and for testing as a possible target of pharmaceutical agents-such as drugs that interfere with virion assembly+ The ability of the core protein to bind to HCV RNA specifically has been reported (Fan et al+, 1999; Shimoike et al+, 1999) and questioned (Wang et al+, 2000) + Recent studies suggest that the core protein self-assembly process may be induced by any of a number of highly structured RNAs, including tRNA (Kunkel et al+, 2001 )+ Viruslike particles produced in cells expressing HCV structural proteins contain RNA (Baumert et al+, 1998 (Baumert et al+, , 1999 )+ However, RNA is not required for core selfassembly under certain experimental conditions (Acosta-Rivero et al+, 2002)+ Core-RNA interactions are reduced in core dimers containing a gamma-glutamylepsilon-lysine isopeptide bond+ The amino acids linked by this bond have not yet been mapped, but they are likely to be in the RNA-binding domain , and it will be interesting to examine their mutational profiles once the locations of the bonded N and K residues are known+ Curiously, all the substitutions in the first 20 positions involve the gain or loss of aspargine or glutamine: L4N (genotypes 1, 2, 4, 5, 11), K10Q (genotype 11), N16I (genotype 3), and Q20M (genotypes 4, 6, 8, 9)+ The L4N and N16I mutations both have BLOSUM scores of Ϫ4, indicating that they are very uncommon in the universe of proteins+ Because the L4N substitution has a high negative BLOSUM score and occurs in a large fraction of the population, it has a high Flag Function/ Interest score and stands out dramatically in Figure 4C+ The genotypes with the L4N substitution are a diverse group+ It will be valuable to identify the selection pressure accounting for the prevalence of this substitution+ In current models of the IRES, the fourth codon of the core protein RNA interacts with upstream sequences that are essentially invariant+ Thus, the known structural features of the IRES do not explain why almost half of the genotypes have the leucine codon CUU and the other half have the asparagine codon AAU+ 
Two variable regions
Homotypic interaction domains
The most variable region (70-77) falls in the middle of the N-terminal homotypic interaction domain (36-91; Matsumoto et al+, 1996) + If this domain mediates contact between core proteins, analysis of coordinate sets of mutations may help to define interactions promoting self-assembly+ The centrally located homotypic interaction domain (82-102; Nolandt et al+, 1997; Fan et al+, 1999 ) is more conserved than the N-terminal interaction domain+ It contains no substitutions in the consensus sequence of most genotypes; only those of genotypes 2, 5, and 11 have a small number of substitutions+ In the third interaction domain (119-162), the consensus sequences of genotypes 5, 9, and 11 each have five mutations, whereas those of the other genotypes have fewer (Yan et al+, 1998 )+ Mutations in this domain tend to be shared: At 8 of the 10 mutant positions three or more genotypes have the same substitution+ At some positions, such as 149 (R to A), the genotypes sharing the mutation (genotypes 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11) are part of a recognized super family+ At other positions, such as 139, the V to L substitution is present in a group of unrelated genotypes (1, 2, 4, 5, and 10)+ The third homotypic interaction domain (119-162) overlaps the segment implicated in core-E1 interactions (151-173; Lo et al+, 1996)+ In the region beyond the overlap (163-173), there is a single conservative Y164 to F (BLOSUM score ϩ3) mutation, which is shared by the consensus sequences of the closely related genotypes 3 and 10+
Sequence motifs
Four previously noted motifs are perfectly conserved in the genotype-specific consensus sequences, including five tryptophan residues (76-107), two phosphorylation sites, S99 and S116 (Lanford et al+, 1993; Shih et al+, 1995) , and a DNA-binding motif (SPRG, 99-102; Bukh et al+, 1994 )+ In contrast, two nuclear localization signals (Bukh et al+, 1994; Chang et al+, 1994; Suzuki et al+, 1995) contain a mutation in the consensus sequence of genotype 10: R43K and G60S+ Of the 10 arginine and lysine residues within 39-62 (Bukh et al+, 1994) , most were perfectly conserved; however, a (conservative) R43K mutation was present in genotype 10+
Genotype-specific mutations in the HCV core protein HCV genotypes differ in their sensitivity to antiviral treatment (Lanford et al+, 1993; Chemello et al+, 1994; Manns et al+, 2001) , and may differ in other important biological properties+ Moreover, for biochemical studies of HCV proteins, it will be useful to have a catalog of genotype-specific mutations+ Each set of genotypespecific mutations represents an independently conducted set of successful evolutionary experiments carried out by the virus and the natural selection process+ To identify mutations that are characteristic of one genotype or another, we analyzed the pattern of substitutions in the members of each of the 11 genotypes+ Figure 4D ,E provides an overview of the characteristic differences between members of genotype 1 (129 sequences) and genotype 3 (20 sequences)+ One striking difference is the greater number of mutations among the members of genotype 3 in the N-terminal domain (1-69)+ At positions associated with production of p16, codons 9, 10, and 11 (Lo et al+, 1994 (Lo et al+, , 1995 Yeh et al+, 566 J.L. Walewski et al. 2000; Xu et al+, 2001) , few genotype 1 sequences have mutations, whereas about 30% of the genotype 3 sequences have a mutation at codon 10, and about 5% have a mutation at codon 11, raising the possibility that genotype 3 sequences are more likely to express p16+ Another major difference is that over 95% of the genotype 1 sequences have an L4N substitution, and no genotype 1 sequence has L4+ Conversely 95% of the genotype 3 sequences have L4, and no genotype 3 sequence has N4+ The absence of revertants in genotype 1 suggest that successful reversion to L4 requires a covariant mutation at a second site+ Further analysis may reveal the site of the second (supporting) substitution and thereby help to define interacting domains of the core protein+ Finally, the region comprising the E1 signal sequence of genotype 1 sequences is nearly identical to cSCPS, whereas the terminal hydrophobic domain of genotype 3 sequences differs from the consensus sequence at several positions, as noted previously (Bukh et al+, 1994 )+
The individual members of all 11 genotypes were examined and mutations were divided into two categories, "characteristic" and "specific+" Characteristic mutations are present in 90% or more of the individual sequences of a particular genotype+ Genotype-specific mutations are present in 90% or more of the individual sequences of a particular genotype and they are not present in the consensus sequence of any other genotype (see Table 2 )+ A notable group of genotype 2-specific substitutions emerged from this study+ Two of these substitutions are marked by arrows in Figure 2C+ This group includes A68D (BLOSUM score Ϫ3), R74K (ϩ2), Q78R/K (ϩ2), and R114H (0)+ The substitution at position 74 was present in all 40 genotype 2 sequences and not present in any of the other 215 sequences+ About 75% of the genotype 2 sequences had a unique L185I substitution+ It is likely that two or more of the genotype 2 mutations act in concert+ Identifying coordinate sets of mutations will help to define interacting domains+ 
a The table shows the position and amino acid of "specific" and "characteristic" genotype mutations+ Characteristic mutations (not shaded) are present in 90% or more of the individual sequences of a particular genotype+ Specific mutations (shaded) are present in 90% or more of the individual sequences of a particular genotype and they are not present in the consensus sequence of any other genotype+ The BLOSUM scores of mutations with negative values are in parentheses; nonnegative scores are in brackets+ Diversity of core, ARFP and NS2: Analysis of genotype 1b sequences We wished to compare the profile of core mutations to that of two other HCV proteins, NS2 and ARFP+ Because GenBank contains very few NS2 sequences from genotypes 4 to 11, production of a standard reference sequence for this protein was not feasible+ Thus, we limited this comparative analysis to the diversity in the sequences of genotype 1b, by creating a genotype 1b consensus sequence of each protein to use as a standard (Fig+ 5A-C; only the first 99 residue positions of each protein are displayed due to size constraints)+ Variants of subgenotype 1b are estimated to have diverged 70-80 years ago (Smith et al+, 1997) + In this study, we designed the ARFP coding sequence to contain 125 amino acids: AUG followed by GCA (the first codon of the alternate reading frame) followed by the rest of the alternate reading frame, up to the first major stop codon present in a large number of sequences+
The profile of mutations in the first 100 amino acids of genotype 1b core sequences is presented in 
DISCUSSION
The availability of hundreds of full-length and partial sequences of HCV prompted the development of Mutation Master, a package of programs described and used here for the first time+ Mutation Master greatly accelerates tallying and analysis of point mutations in large populations of sequences+ This is an important advance because determinants of pathogenicity and drug sensitivity may result from changes at a small number of key sites+ Moreover, unlike conventional programs, it distinguishes positions with many different amino acids from those with a high frequency of one or two substitutions+ This is a useful feature because a position with only one or two naturally occurring substitutions may be subject to more constraints than positions with a higher variability+ The new package may facilitate the development of new pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and diagnostic tests by highlighting positions with a limited tolerance for sequence variation+ Mutation Master is available upon request, and is still under development+ The need for reference sequences that were not dominated by a single genotype or subgenotype prompted the development of genotype-specific consensus sequences and a standard consensus protein sequence to which each of the 11 genotypes contributed equally+ Because the majority of sequences in GenBank are genotype 1b sequences, unless a balanced reference is constructed and used in the analysis, the genotype 1b consensus sequence will become the reference sequence by default+ Use of the genotype 1b consensus sequence as the reference sequence may be a disadvantage+ For example, it may obscure features shared by the majority of genotypes, but missing from genotype 1b, by scoring them as mutations+ In the cSCPC, such common features are treated as wild type and the mutations in genotype 1b sequences are recognized as outliers+ When used in combination with Mutation Master, balanced references cut across phylogenetic boundaries and facilitate the detection of shared domains even if the domains are as small as single amino acids and are shared by sequences separated by long evolutionary distances+ Shared domains in the core protein may be useful in vaccine development+ The nucleoprotein of influenza virus induces significant cross-strain protection when expressed in the context of a DNA vaccine (Donnelly et al+, 1997) , illustrating the potential usefulness of viral core proteins as vaccine components+ As the most conserved HCV protein, the core may be a key element in any broadly effective HCV vaccine (Baumert et al+, 1998 (Baumert et al+, , 1999 Acosta-Rivero et al+, 2002 )+ Moreover, proteinprotein and protein-RNA interactions involving the core protein may be susceptible to inhibition by pharmaceutical agents once the amino acids at contact points are identified+ The core reference sequences used in this study will be continuously revised as new HCV sequences become available+ Reference sequences for additional HCV proteins will also be created+ An important outcome of this study was the identification of substitutions present in large numbers of sequences whose BLOSUM scores are larger negative numbers+ The pattern of these mutations, for example, the dearth of revertants to wild-type at position 4, suggests that their viability depends upon second site mutations+ As the number of HCV sequences in GenBank grows, it may become possible to use Mutation Master in conjunction with other tools to identify covariant mutations+ These mutations will be useful in establishing points of contact between various HCV proteins+ Moreover, because core proteins are reported to interact with each other (Matsumoto et al+, 1996; Nolandt et al+, 1997; Yan et al+, 1998; Kunkel et al+, 2001; AcostaRivero et al+, 2002) , covariant mutations may help to identify points of contact between core proteins and thus shed light on the process of nucleocapsid assembly+ In a recent study of self-assembly of HCV core proteins, Kunkel et al+ (2001) concluded that domains in the amino terminus are likely to participate in extensive and defined core-core interactions+ An interesting outcome of the current study was the discovery that ARFP has a level of conservation similar to that of NS2, a conventional HCV protein encoded by the main ORF+ This result strengthens the case that ARFP is a bona fide HCV protein+
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Residue-by-residue protein sequence comparisons
Reference sequences were aligned with the individual sequences (MegAlign), and saved as *+MSF files for export into Mutation Master, a suite of custom software+ This package compares each individual sequence in the alignment to the reference sequence at each amino acid position and calculates the percentage of sequences that match the SCPS+ It also reports the percentage of sequences that do not match the SCPS, and gives both a color-coded and a tabulated report containing information about the percentage of sequences with each nonmatching amino acid+ It also counts the total number of different amino acids at each position+
Mutation profiling
Each point mutation (defined as an amino acid that did not match the reference sequence) is rated on a scale based on the Log-Odds Substitution Matrix (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992 )+ These ratings are used to generate substitution plots with positive scores for common (conservative) mutations and negative scores for uncommon (nonconservative) mutations using the Log Odds ratios of the BLOSUM tables (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992) to determine the magnitude of the score+ In the visual display of this information, point mutations with positive scores appear above a central horizontal axis and those with negative scores below+ The point mutation present in the greatest number of sequences is colored red, followed in order by orange, yellow, green, and blue+
Calculation of percent identity using conventional methods
Eight full-length HCV nucleic acid sequences representing diverse genotypes and subgenotypes [AF011751 (genotype 1a), HCV4APOLY (4a), HPCEGS (3a), HPCJ8G (2b), HPC-CGS (1c), HPCPOLP (2a), HPCJK046E2 (11), HPCJK049E1 (10)] were retrieved from GenBank (Benson et al+, 1996) , aligned, translated into protein sequences, and analyzed pairwise to determine their percentage of identical amino acids, as before (Walewski et al+, 2001 )+
